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Comparative Effectiveness Research (CER) has been identified as a key component of US health care reform. The Institute of Medicine defines CER as “the generation and synthesis of evidence that compares the benefits and harms of alternative methods to prevent, diagnose, treat, and monitor a clinical condition or to improve delivery of care” for the purpose of allowing “consumers, clinicians, purchasers, and policy makers to make informed decisions that will improve health care at both the individual and population levels.”

CER ultimately seeks to provide pragmatic knowledge that can be applied toward delivering “the right treatment to the right patient at the right time.” Achieving this goal in a complex health care environment will require robust, accessible data sources capable of providing detailed patient-level information in a time- and cost-efficient fashion. Electronic health records (EHRs) are well suited to fill that need, but current technical aspects and methodologies of using these systems as research tools are at an early stage of development.

The Federal Coordinating Council for CER (established by the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009, which also included a $1.1 billion appropriation for CER) advocated a strategic framework that reflects the importance of EHRs in the CER enterprise. As shown in Table 1, the core components of CER outlined by the Council are strongly influenced and enhanced by EHRs, particularly those with functionalities that allow interoperability and data exchange.

EHRs also help address the disconnection between the vast amount of health care data that are available and our ability to access and organize those data in a way that is meaningful for CER. More than ever before, health care is “information rich,” as interactions between clinicians and patients produce a myriad of data points including diagnoses, laboratory results, images, interventions, and responses to treatments.

Historically, it has been difficult to use data collected as a part of routine patient care to perform research efficiently because the material of interest often was buried in paper charts or archived records and scattered across the siloed care sites. This incongruity has hampered the development of evidence to determine which intervention(s) works best for individual patients. EHRs offer a potential mechanism to identify and compile relevant clinical information for the full spectrum of patients across the continuum of care, to structure that data, and to enable

### Table 1. Relationships between the Comparative Effectiveness Research (CER) Strategic Framework and Electronic Health Records (EHRs)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CER Activity/Investment</th>
<th>EHR Support of Activity/Investment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Research Content        | • End product of investigators applying EHRs effectively  
                         | • Accelerated research production time frame |
| Human and Scientific Capital | • Human resources to extract and configure electronic data  
                               | • EHR appropriate study design and analysis methodologies  
                               | • Hardware/software that facilitates research |
| Data Infrastructure     | • Longitudinal patient registries  
                         | • Development of distributive data networks |
| Dissemination and Translation | • Clinical decision support embedded into EHR workflows |
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Early experience using EHRs as tools in CER has shown some promising results, but methodological and practical challenges must be addressed to leverage these systems to their full potential. Current EHRs are designed for frontline patient care delivery rather than for research. As such, EHR data quality is subject to the idiosyncrasies of daily practice operations (eg, patients skipping appointments with resultant long intervals between observations, variations in provider behavior) and does not match the quality of data garnered from clinical trials. Likewise, treatment decisions in practice generally are determined by patient- and provider-specific factors rather than randomly, so observational studies relying on EHR data need analytic techniques that account for confounding.

Another major obstacle in use of EHRs for CER is missing data. This issue stems largely from the relative immaturity of these systems and the recording of information in inaccessible “free text” fields, rendering it essentially lost to the researcher without manual chart review. With the exception of a few early adopter health care delivery organizations, most EHR patient populations have accrued less than 5 years of data. This can reduce the available sample size when retrospectively evaluating the associations between interventions and outcomes in chronic diseases because new user designs (wherein only those patients with an incident disease diagnosis captured in the EHR are eligible for the cohort) are optimal for these types of studies to minimize bias.

Finally, the lack of standardization among vendors has hampered data-sharing efforts between sites. With disparate EHRs, a significant amount of data transformation and configuration are required for systems to exchange information. Applied solutions to the aforementioned challenges are actively being pursued by the CER and medical informatics communities. With a wide variety of uses, natural language processing (NLP) appears to be an extremely potent tactic to access data trapped in EHR free text fields, and the Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality (AHRQ) currently is funding a grant to create a common NLP platform that can interface with EHR data to conduct CER. Statistical methods, such as propensity scoring and inverse probability weighting, have been used successfully to help counter potential confounding in observational studies using EHR data. The “Meaningful Use of EHRs” incentive program and plans for electronic reporting of Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services Core measures has heightened the emphasis on standardization of EHR data element specifications, and data-sharing consortia between systems, intended to support CER, also are developing independently. Pooling data among multiple sites will resolve sample size problems and facilitate procuring CER information on subgroups.

Given that several federal agencies are sponsoring CER (eg, AHRQ), the scope of uses, natural language processing (NLP) appears to be an extremely potent tactic to access data trapped in EHR free text fields, and the Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality (AHRQ) currently is funding a grant to create a common NLP platform that can interface with EHR data to conduct CER. Statistical methods, such as propensity scoring and inverse probability weighting, have been used successfully to help counter potential confounding in observational studies using EHR data. The “Meaningful Use of EHRs” incentive program and plans for electronic reporting of Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services Core measures has heightened the emphasis on standardization of EHR data element specifications, and data-sharing consortia between systems, intended to support CER, also are developing independently. Pooling data among multiple sites will resolve sample size problems and facilitate procuring CER information on subgroups.

Even though EHRs are viewed as a part of larger systemic changes to drive health care improvements, expectations surrounding EHRs in CER must be pragmatic. EHRs should be promoted as powerful tools that can facilitate CER efficiency rather than as a singular solution. The broad rollout of EHRs across US health care delivery
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organizations affords a window of opportunity to deploy these systems in a way that will help reach the vision of CER as a valuable resource for informed health care decision making.
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